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Mauritius island is endowed with bright and beautiful sea shore and beaches, with energizing
Sunlight, enjoyable sand  and crystal clear water bases, having a number of must-see items
throughout the island, when one is in a Mauritius tour.

Travel agents offer variety of Mauritius tour packages, which essentially include the following events:

â€¢Ile Aux Cerfs tour by speed boat, taking one to such an emerald lagoon, where one can have fun
with water sports

â€¢Leisure arrangements at the seaside, providing you eats and beverages, with optional catamaran
cruise travel

â€¢North Island tour,

â€¢Tour of Blue Safari Submarine

â€¢South Island tour, including visit to Trou Aux Cerfs â€“ the crater of  a volcano which is no longer there
and the Grand Bassin, a natural lake at the crater of the volcano.

	

Among the above, the North Island tour will be particularly impressive to the visitor on a Mauritius
tour, because it encompasses the tour to the following:

â€¢Port Louis, the capital city of Mauritius, sandwiched between sea and mountains, keeping the
heritage and at the same time being the place of big and small business operations

â€¢Place dâ€™ Arms with its French colonial buildings, standing in between the old Government house
and the sea front with the harbor, giving the visitor opportunity to see the ancient statues and
inscriptions made therein.

â€¢Champ de Mars, designed by French in 1740, but used as a racecourse since 1812

â€¢Caudan Waterfront, which is a large tourist and commercial complex, comprising of three buildings
with excellent architecture to view, one of which is functioning as a hotel and 

â€¢Pamplemousses botanical garden, rich with mango trees and royal palm trees soaring skyward

	

Mauritius tour packages are generally structured for 7 days duration and these Mauritius packages
would cover the following:

â€¢Round trip economy class airfare

â€¢6 nights accommodation in a Hotel resort

â€¢3 full day local sight-seeing tour by coach
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â€¢30 minutes couple massage, which is special at Mauritius

â€¢Entrance fee for Casela Bird Park, with shuttle transfer

â€¢Airport taxes

â€¢Daily Breakfast and dinner

â€¢Airport transfers

â€¢One upgraded Gala dinner

Whilst buying Mauritius tour packages would be a sensible choice to travelers, if a traveler thinks of 
making oneâ€™s own Mauritius tour, then there are daily flights available from every destination from
India and other countries. For instance, Air India flies a non-stop flight to Mauritius from Mumbai
with  the travel time of 6 hours, while their one stop flights take around 16 hours to 21 hours
depending upon the place of stoppage.
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